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OIR Meeting 27 April 2020 
 
Welcomes and Apologies 
 

a. OIR Attendees:  
 Janene Hillhouse – Senior Director, Workers' Compensation and Policy 
 Steve Campbell – Manager Insurer Services 
 Rachel Hawkins – Director Engagement and Insurer Services. 
 Jonathan Shield – Director Review and Appeals  
 Sebastian Bielen – Director Data and Evaluation Services 
 Aleisha Dunn – Manager Workers’ Compensation Policy Unit 
 Bradley Bick - A/Executive Director - Workplace Health and Safety Engagement 

and Policy Services, WHSQ 
 

b. ASIEQ Attendees:  
 Bill Nevin – President 
 Clodagh McCowen – Vice President 
 Louisa Hackenberg – Secretary 
 Victoria Barham - Treasurer 
 Michelle Ware – Committee Member 

 
 

Agenda Items  
 

1. OIR Update 
 
1.1  COVID-19 update – implication for OIR 

 
 Janene advised that COVID-19 is a priority, ensuring health and safety of 

workforce and business continuity and supporting everyone in workers’ 
compensation  
 

 There has not been a huge disruption in the Workers Compensation regulatory 
space 
 

 A lot of business being done in a remote way.  Review officers can work remotely, 
prosecution and policy work is done remotely as well as self-insurance regulatory 
work 
 

 OIR have been working with Self Insurer’s with licenses due for renewal so that the 
license applications can continue to be processed.  OIR are working together with 
those that are due for renewal to try to get licenses processed and assessed where 
possible. OIR have the ability to grant a reduced period if there is concern. Any of 
those who are high performing should be able to be processed.  Bill advised that 
ASIEQ have forwarded a letter to Craig Allen requesting that licensing activities 
be suspended for 6 months to allow Self Insurer’s to focus on the other challenges 
and overcome barriers to service provision created by COVID-19.  Janene 
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advised Self Insurers should speak to OIR if they have concerns with their licensing.  
If Self Insurer’s have future audits that pick-up issues during the COVID-19 period, 
the OIR will be understanding of the challenges etc during this time period. Janene 
felt that many Self Insurer’s are at different stages of the process, many would like 
to get it over and done with. They have the discretion of applying different 
licensing conditions and terms if needed to progress licenses.  Rachel agrees that 
Self Insurer’s are all different and challenges are different, a blanket approach 
would not be in the best interest.  
 

 MAT has progressed with video conferencing mainly in psychiatry.  Rachel advised 
that the MAT had 80 referrals postponed due to travel restrictions or workers self 
isolating. To date 30 of these have been heard by virtual hearings and by early 
May they expect all those postponed would have been rescheduled. Some 
hybrid tribunals have been run for physical injuries.  OIR are maintaining their 
service delivery levels in the dispute resolution space.  There is a view that this may 
be an alternative method for regional workers in the future / business efficiency.  
 

 OIR are thankful to Self Insurer’s for providing timely COVID-19 data.  22/4/2020 – 
14 claims were lodged, 9 were work related COVID-19 and 5 were mental health 
conditions related to COVID-19.  There have not been any rejected claims for 
COVID-19 as yet. Schemes across the country are considering presumptive 
acceptance of these claims, however given they are all accepted this may not 
be necessary.   
 

 Bill commented that ASIEQ members have different challenges when it comes to 
COVID-19, including full workforce stand down, remote workforce challenges are 
magnified, elective surgery cancelations, having PI assessed is difficult, hardly any 
planes travelling to get the worker to the assessment, difficulty using telehealth for 
conditions that are not psychiatric, difficulty getting appointments, host 
employment has dried up, difficulty with new job opportunities, difficulty for 
suitable duties in the workplace have dried up. Everybody is struggling with 
ongoing rehab claims management and suitable duties obligations,  
 

 Bill commented that everybody is struggling with ongoing rehab claims 
management and suitable duties obligations.  Rachel advised if any individual Self 
Insurer’s have concerns about any compliance issues they would like to discuss 
them with their self insurance adviser.  Clodagh gave an example of impact on 
claims management - transport, travelling at this time. Injured worker to come 
down for surgery in Brisbane from FNQ, and risk of not being able to return them 
due to cancelled flights etc.  Janene said to document any delays etc with travel 
and OIR is likely to be understanding of any delays. 
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1.2  Current review timeframes 
 

 Jonathan advised OIR are continuing to experience delay in allocating to review 
officers, continue to ask for reviews to be expedited where the worker would be 
disadvantaged.  
 

 Staff in the review unit have been transitioned to flexible work arrangements 
working from home. 
 

 Number of referrals has remained constant and the productivity has been 
maintained. 
 

 OIR have finalized more matters than they received in March 
 

 They have completed recent recruitment and have appointed 6 new senior 
review officers.  There is ongoing recruitment occurring to expand team. 
 

 There are triage team, undertaking actions on the matters waiting allocation.  
 

 OIR are happy for Self Insurer’s to escalate simple matters (review of a MAT 
decision example given). 
 

 Bill raised a recent review decision that required a worker to have a report from a 
specific specialist who is now not available due to COVID-19.  If it is a complex 
medical matter, would be better sent to the MAT?  How are Self Insurer’s meant 
to fulfill the review unit instructions if very specific and are there considerations of 
the COVID-19 situation when being prescriptive?  Jonathan is happy to discuss 
specific case offline and look into the matter further. 
 

 Janene said staffing is part of the issue and this needs to be addressed. 
Maintaining staff in the area is what will fix the issue. 

 
 

1.3 Audit Framework Feedback re Claims Auditing & OHS Framework 
 

 OIR have been through all the feedback on the document and now have a 
further draft. They were going to hold another forum, but given the situation would 
prefer ASIEQ to nominate a working party. 
 

 Bill advised OIR can send a draft via ASIEQ to all members and give a week for 
feedback to a working party who will collate and return to OIR. 
 

 Rachel said they will work with other stakeholders at the same time.  
 

 Bill asked for the audit tool to be resolved quickly and finalized as it is evident it’s 
being applied already, and this would give certainty to Self Insurers. Rachel 
agreed she would aim to have finalized by the end of May if ASIEQ could provide 
next consultation feedback quickly.  
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 The National OHS standard document is under review and due for completion. 
Some consultation can still occur if ASIEQ can determine who would be interested 
/ impacted Self Insurer’s. 
 

 
1.4    Section 133,133A & Section 109 updates & Early Intervention Programs  

 
 Louise and Brad have been working through the consultation with stakeholders 

and this has been completed. This was delayed due to COVID-19.  Draft guidance 
material has been prepared, trying to cover off on all queries received over the 
period, also progressing the approved form for reporting.  OIR are trying to get this 
out ASAP. 
 

 OIR would prefer not to discuss detail until the material is to hand. 
 

 Bill raised that the bill/legislation focuses on payments made to workers but the 
guidance material provided in February workshop refer to payments for treatment 
which are not payments made to workers. Victoria also advised that the literal 
interpretation of the legislation/bill may not cover off on payments to others.  

 
 Louise advised the intent is important and also the definition of compensation 

(definition - payment made to or on behalf of a worker). 
 

 Bill raised concerns that the reporting needs to occur within 8 days, however some 
of it appears to need reporting as the situation evolves, is it being reported once, 
or updated and reported frequently once all the fields are known. 
 

 Louise advised that the EIP guidance material to be sent in two weeks 
 

 LR said that the ‘threshold’ would not be prescriptive but would indicate what an 
appropriate EIP program would look like as opposed to one that is not 
appropriate, e.g. one that is complementary to the scheme not instead of the 
scheme.  
 

 Louisa raised that it would be better if the guidance material is as clear as possible 
given the legislation states that no payments can be made at all, guidance that 
is as clear as possible is needed given it may contradict the legislation.   

 
 
2 ASIEQ update 

2.1 Data specifications 
  
Bill requested update on review of data specifications.  The act was released in 
October but payment codes have not been entered into data specification 6 
months later. Very difficult operationally to administer the payments without 
correct codes. Sebastian responded that the problem is things keep getting 
added to it, new data spec hopeful by end of May for new payment codes. 
Commitment given to have data spec by end of May including psych early 
intervention and post claim rehab.  
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3 General Business & issues for future discussion 
 

3.1 Review of Work Capacity Certificate 
 

 Rachel advised this is expected in May, will consult with May and feed back to 
Comcare led group.  
 

 Queensland is participating in a pilot of using a digital certificate. Workcover is 
participating in this also  
 
 

3.2 Conferences 
 

 Conference will not be going ahead 
 

 Some digital events going ahead for safe work month  
 

 Bill advised the ASIEQ conference 2021 is postponed and if it will go ahead, likely 
to be determined in October by the new executive  
 
 

3.3 Healthy Heads in Trucks and Sheds   
 

 Rachel discussed a preventative program being ran by Toll, Coles and 
Woolworths. Bill suggested contacting those license holders specifically to discuss 
further. Clodagh advised she was not aware of the program but others at Coles 
may be involved.  
 
 

Close of meeting. 

 


